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From: gao zhenyan
To: Plan Comment Mailbox
Subject: Rejection for Proposal for High Rise Building-173-179 Walker Street/11-15 Hampden Street
Date: Thursday, 26 November 2020 7:26:09 PM


Hi There 


I am resident of North Sydney located 221 Miller Street. the reason I am writing this email
is that I noticed the Propossed development at 173-179 Walker Street and 11-17
Hampden Street, the link as per below 


http://52.65.138.248/proposaldetails.php?rid=6653


I have to say this is totally unreasonal proposal, which is toally at the expenses of all the
residents on miller street I have to say, which not damage our life quility  but also ruin our
repulation of  North Sydney. we cannot allow this crazy thing happened.  We cannot
allowed this high rise building developed just for their personal intrests to make money,
nothing returns back to North Sydney people  


As our council said. in North Sydney, we need to share veiws to make our community
better. Northy Sydney is already very crowd, although this,  I still likes to be living in North
Sydney, our kids are happy with this area, our room is small but we are happy with our
view from Balcony. all these are the main reason for us to residing at here. Meanwhile,  we
have the high rise buildings, alot actually, we don't need more, we cannot just benefit
small group of people  to damage a large number of the group who have been living North
Sydney for year. It is not fair thing. 


 I don't want  see people coming to North Sydney only for work and school as their main
purpose in one day. if this high rise buidling developed, I have to say, I will leave this area,
for me, my apartment is just  very small aparment without any view from my balcony. 


Please consider my request-Reject the Proposal. very apprecaited  for your time 
happy to discuss this 


Best regards
grace Gao 
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